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I wasted 1.99 on this game. This is why they need demos for games to be released on steam. This game goes
fromu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665in a random toliet to needing to find notes. Is there a refund option
because this game is horrible and I try to find the good side of any game. 10 minutes of playing and I'm done with this pile of
garbage.. I wasted 1.99 on this game. This is why they need demos for games to be released on steam. This game goes fromin a
random toliet to needing to find notes. Is there a refund option because this game is horrible and I try to find the good side of
any game. 10 minutes of playing and I'm done with this pile of garbage.. Complete
horseu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665dont buy!. You begin the game by peeing into a toilet in the middle of a forest. Then,
the bus that dropped you off pops a wheelie as it drives off. Then, you walk into a ghost town - the same ghost town seen in
games like "Devil's Share" and "The Note" - it's a map pack called "HE - Ghost Town MegaPack", available on the Unity Store
for $45, and it appears in this game completely unaltered. The town contains buildings that are pitch black inside and there is no
flashlight or source of light. At one point, you'll come across a monster covered in poop that pops out of a barrel for a
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"jumpscare." Yep. That's the game. You can see most of the stuff I just described in the screenshots for the game if you're
skeptical, but this is a joke. A distinctly unfunny one.. https://youtu.be/Ipvz-9FOVrU Lets start with the pro's - the game
certainly lives up to its title of Antihorror. In fact this game is a joke. And no, I'm not being nasty here - its an attempt at a
'humerous paradoy' of the horror game genre. Sadly between the ugly unity assets, the lack of english audio, and the fact the
game is dark as night, the joke wears thin very fast. The game just lacks the self awarness needed to pull this sort of parady off,
and the 'jokes' are very much toilet humour level. So anyway, these two unity developers walk into a building - you think one of
them would have seen it.. This is a great example of what the Steam Greenlight community is full of, liers looking for easy
money to be made. This game caught my interest when I saw that it had mostly positive reviews on it. Going to see what they
had said out of interest I've come to the realization that they were all fact positive reviews The "developer" of this trash is
putting in positive reviews for thisu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665of a game to make more money. Games like this are littered
throughtout steam, game "developer" going out of their way to make a very u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 game to make
some easy money from by selling it for $1.99 but giving you a 15% off sale adding to a wopping $1.69 on sale. This game is
worth the equivalent of playing with razor blades. In fact I think you can have more fun with razor blades then this game. So
instead of buying this game, buy razor blades.. I can't believe there are positive reviews for this game. The game is god awful.
It's so bad I couldn't even put together a video for it. I stopped at 2/7 notes found. The other 5 notes can go
u2665u2665u2665u2665 themselves.. I can't believe there are positive reviews for this game. The game is god awful. It's so bad
I couldn't even put together a video for it. I stopped at 2/7 notes found. The other 5 notes can go themselves.
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